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ABSTRACT
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'COtSisted of the meat- ratingsof.the predicted cardsminus the mean.:
tatings of the nnpredicted. cetds. Results revealed a,significant.

interaction of locus of control and,.locus'of prediction,
EXtetnalscompliedwith impersonal predictions and defied personal,
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41.

Do people comply with a prediction of their behavior.because they

4\.

are persuaded by it, or do they, defy it, because of "ps3%chological reactance"

(Brehm, 1966) ,to its threat of control? Which of these modeTs, persuasion,

_ or threat applies to predictions of our behavior? Does it depend

'.charictertstics'of the prediction suchas its accuracy, or its being perso-
/

nal or *personal; or on characteristics of the predictee, such as locus

of control (Rotter 1966)? Is there an interaction of these variables in

determining whether the person responds to, the prediction with compliance

or defiance? What are the implications of viewing predictions as either

persuasive or threatenfng? These are some of the questions I try to answer

in this paper.'

If a prediction is persuasive, it should be ,similar in. s ahtecedents
'-

and consequerces'Io other persuasive communications. For example, Sherman

(1973) found that only eAternal locus of control subjects comply with imperso-
/

nal persuas/jon, which is Milled at everyone, whereas only internal\comply

with personal persuasion,which ts aimed only-at specific individuaa'S. For

'what I am calling personal Persuasion, Sherman used counter- attitudinal essays

in forced compliance paradigm, and found thatinternals took responsibilitys

for this personal self-persuasive message, which persuaded them either through,

a process of'cognitive dissonance-redUction (Festinger, 1957) or 'through self-,



perception (Bem, 1967). Theivfore, if predicti s are persuasive, only

externals should comply with impersonal,predictions, which are aimed at

everyone,'whereas only internals should-cc:imply with personal pedictions-

which are aimed at specific individuals (including, ut not l,imtfed. to,
.

the self). (See tables)

Now, if predictions are threatening, they should haid similar:.ante-Ts

cedents and consequences as other threats. Jbrexamp14,.Cheruinik and.

, .

Citrin (1974), using their ,rterprepition of locus of control and reactance

theory, hypothesized and found that only externals shoWed reactance -to

personal threats, which are aimed at everyone, whereas only-internals showed\

reactance to personal threats, which are aimed at specific individuals. Ihey

claimed this was because one shows reactance only to threats which concern

t over which one believes one generally has control. ,Althoug4 'inter

retation ofreactance theory and locus of control is debatabl, pite the

:pogsibility that CherulniKanO Citrin's(1974) results mayh

pretest differences in their groups, we shall-uSe theiTMndiO.
.-

"of .threat. Therefore, if predictions are threatening, only.exter0

defy impersonal predictions, whiCh are aiMed at everyone, whereaS,onlxi

ternals should defypersonal predictions, which are aimed only at spe

individuals., (See tallies) L

Which of these models, persuasion or threat, applies to predictions?

Because these models offer.opposing hypotheses initeems,of the interaction

of locus of Control and locus-of prediction (i.e., personal-impersbnal) on

compliance or defiance to predictions,..wqaust,deterMineunder Whatconditions,

each model is applicable or at least which produces the dominant net effect.

One variable which might distinguish between these two models is the

accuracy of the, prediction. Rozen (1970) found that people comply witI in-, f

predictions 'because they are persuaded by them, whereas people defy
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corre'c't predict \ons beariSe they are threatened by them: Therefore, Sherman 's
1. ;

(1973) fit _64 Oth.Obrsuasion may 'apply only to incorrectipredfcfons,

whereas Cherulnik and Citrin's findings with threat may apply only to correct

predictions: This is consistent with ,the fact that Sherman used only'counter-

'attitudinal persuasive messages, which are analogous to incorrect predictions.

whereas Cherulnik and Citrin threatened only a proattitudinal choice, which

is analagous to.a correct prediction.
.

Therefore,' a three-way interaction. of lOCUs of Control , . locus of pre-.

4,
. - diction,. and accuracy 'of 'prediction, was hA6thesi zed), sUch that incorrect

predictions should produce the compliance only of externals to impersonal

'predictions and the compliance only' of. internal to personal predictiqps,

whereas correct predictions should produce the :defiance only of externals

of impersonal, predictions and_the defiance- only of internals of personal

predictions% Thee,tables)

order to test these hypotheses, twenty, internal and twenty external

college students, after indicating preferences within five pairs of inkblot

cards, were Informed, Hof' predictions of their chi:ices, which were

either correct or incorrect, and ejther personal (i.e&, based owersonality

tests) ,or impersonal (i.e, based on group norms). In a cltrol group; ten

inteinals and ten externals_ indicated preferences but were not told of any

(Predictions. ,Then all subjects rated the cards one at a time The measure

of compliance or defiance was the mean ratings of_the predicted cards minus

the mean ratings of the unpredicted cards. (See tables)

An analysiS of-variance revealed. only atwo-way interaction (p

of l'ocus of control and locus of prediction, rather than a three-way inter-,

action; .and no main effects. After collapsing over the accuracy pf,Prediction

variable, planned comparisons supported the following. conclieions: only

externals comply with impersonal _prediction's and defy personal predictions,



wheredls only internals comply with personal prediCtions and defiimpersonal

predictions. (See. tables) The correlatioW.between locus of,control and

the ratings. :was kignificantly, positive (r . .61, p < .05) for the impersonal
, N . 10'

1

prediclions, and* i;t was ighificantly, negative (r = -.57, o <\4.0b) for the

persona' -predictions.

\NIthoi,gli
*
these results are inconsistent with those of Cherulnik and_

Citrin, Ithe :theoretical and methodological wealtnesses of their study have

already )been mentioned, and the results seem more consistent with the Concepts

of inter ality and externality. One may be more threatened' by-eVents tisually

not under his/her control;.
-- 1/4-i

Fur' her research is now underwaPio generalize these findings to 'the

effects pf self prediction (Sherman, 1980) and to the effects of personalitY

assessmt feedback. These results may be appliedto attitude and behavior
M

change koduced by predictions and,feedback in settings such as eXperiments,

psychotherapy public polling, advertising, and education.

v.
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